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The object of this'thesis is primarily to test - 
i>Ut certain standards in the modernising of tne 
curricula of Religious Education in tne local 
Gnurch School, There is no attempt to go into
t
the problems of week-day religious instruction.
Sucn is contemplated by the writer but under 
present conditions it seemed essential that strict 
attention ^ould be paid to the school as it now 
is rather than what it may be under the development
t.
of weekday classes.
The terminology is untechnioal and tne use of scientific 
terms purposely avoided in order that anyone may read 
these pages without embarrassment in the use of 
unfamiliar language , For this purpose a copy 
of tne entire work is deposited with the School librarian 
for preservation and future reference. It is -an attempt 
to vocational!se the theories now taking form in the 
hope that many difficulties may be overcome and improvements 
adoptdd.
I am indebted to the teachers for tneir patience, 
cooperation and sym^'tny,without which, these pages could . 
not have been written^ and to Professor W.S.Athearn 
of Boston University School of Religious Education
and Social service for suggestions in tne form of certain 
survey material.
Introdue.tion «
Ttie conditions under whicn the present day 
Protestant Ctouroh Sonool works must be numbered 
among tne most acute problems In modern^ Education.
Tbe UlluarGh Scbool o'f today in the average community 
Has innerited both the good and tne bad of tne past, 
pedagogieally speaking. Church plants erected during 
tne last quarter of the nineteenth century and the 
early ^ears of tnis century, did not consider the 
matter of equipment to be very important. A consecrated 
teacher was required and what was lacking in the content 
of the teacher^* 8 traihing was-made up in devotion. 
Everyone bows in the presence of those godly teachers 
Who sat with us in tne scnools of yesterday and our 
memories go back in love and respect for them. It 
is. not, however, undue or unkind criticism to say 
we need the same devotion today, plus an intelligent 
contact, with both the Bible and Religion in tne modern 
teacher. A "trained teaching force commanding the 
respect of even professional educators.
A trained teacher, in a tnorougnly modern building.
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With tne noblest Christian faith and character in add­
ition to educational ideals will do much for the more 
speedy establishment of the Kingdom of God on earth 
than any other' single department of organised Christian 
activity. Such a program includes evangelism and 
maices it operative in the earliest years of tne child, 
promoting religious values which direct tne whole
of life, ’*T3rue evangelism is educational in method(
and true education is evangelistic in spirit,"
The soul of Christianity is stirred today as neve r 
before and the most hopeful sign is seen In tne activity 
of the Churcn along these lines. We know now tne effect 
of training tne cnild-life for a desired end. Germany 
in her fatal blunder, prolonged tne dark days of war 
simply because her people had been "schooled" in the 
supposed righteousness of her national patriotism 
wnicn constituted a superficial class- consciousness.
If an unsound principle in her VolKschule and Gym­
nasium can function in the mind of the nation as was 
evident, wnat could be done in’similar earnestness 
if we truly prepared our cnild-^lnd for tne greatest 
triumph of humanity in the conquest of self and the 
destruction of evil by tne introduction of tne
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principles of Jesus Christ controlling and regulating 
life from its very beginning in tne cnild-soul, 
conserving all future activities'of his developing 
powers. This would make tne Cnuron School not merely 
a cnild saving agency but a careersaving Institution 
oaring for life as a w^ole rather than isolated units.
How can this ideal be realised on a program of 
approximately forty-five minutes per week with a usual 
four or eignt weexs summer vacation and by teachers 
who raeely, if ever, receive professional training in 
tnis day when Education is becoming a real soienoe.
It is true the "Sunday School Movement" in recent years 
%as felt less of the KduBatiaxak influence of educational 
progress tnan any other branch of JBducation. De Garmo*s 
criticism, which is not recent but still applicable 
may here be quoted:-
"The Sunday School course of study must be looked 
after. It is at present, - I say it with all 
respect- too exclusively pious. Religion is much'^^^^ 
importa*t in civilisation and in life than tne 
average Sunday School now teaches. It is more 
real. It touches other interests at more points,
Tne course of study of the future must reveal 
these facts and illustrate them. It must make use 
of biography, history, geography, literature and 
of art, to give both breadtn and depth and vitality 
to the trutn it teaches and enforces. It must 
comprehend and reveal the fact that the splritusd
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life is not a part from tne nalaral life 
and in antagonism to it, out tnat tne spirit 
interpenetrates all life and tnat all life 
is of the spirit* Tne problem tnen,^is not 
religion and education but religion in 
education." (De (Jarmo,'"Prinoiples of Religious 
Education," pl8, )
J.R,Green, the celebrated English historian 
tells us tnat "Raises' Sunday School was tne beginning 
of popular education. Suon statements should send 
us to our tasks with a determined emphasis tha to 
carry forward this vital work in a masterly spirit.
h
A SURVEY OF THE TEACHERS OF'ST. JOHJT* S METHOD I ST 
EPISCOPAL CHURCH SCHOOL, DEDHAM, MASS.
THe following letter and (^uest^ionaire was submitted 
to the teachers of St. John's Methodist Episcopea Church 
School, Dedham, Mass., on April Slst, 1930
” Dear Friend:
A sincere effort is being made by demoainational 
and interdenominational leaders in our country to make 
the army of volunteer teachers in tne Church Schools, 
who so faithfully serve the interests of the Kingdom 
of God, a greater force for tne achievement of the 
redemption of the world ynrough the children of our 
ocramunities.In* order to ascertain your many .difficulties, 
common to all workers in the field of religion, the 
following questions are stated for your immediate 
answer. Tne questions are numerous. Some of them are 
of an intimate character. Your replied will be guarded 
in the strictest confidence.
Our Official Board has made the undersigned a 
commission to look into tne problems of the local 
school. Upon your accurate and sympithetio attitude 
to the enclosed questions hangs much in tne future 
policy, equipment and organisation of our work in 
Religious Education. This is the first set of ques­
tions and we shall appreciate your early attention.
We join tne many friends who admire tne devotion 
and painstaking labor which marks yoUr loyalty to the 
great task you are undertaking for this church and 
its immediate community in tne. interests of our common 
Lord. We personally tnonk you for past courtesies 
and pray for God's blessing on yo^ and your work.
Yours most sincerely,
John E* Bentley 











Name and address .....
Ase ......... ....... .Where born (If foreign born state y«”®.you have lived, in lihe United States;
Were you brougnt up in the country or Are you a member of any church? State denomination
How many years nave you been a member of tne Cnuroh
What led you to join the church?,...........
(Cneck off)
a. Home training
b, ̂Sunday School“ 
o. Church services
d. Revivale. Young People*s meetings
f. Influence of companions ^ ^ .Are you a graduate of any of the following.—
(Check off)
a. Elementary School
b. High School 
c« Academy
d. Business schoole. State or other Normal School
f. College or University „ ^4e* Professional School (Medicine, Law. Dentistry
Nursing etc*)
a* What is your occupation?10« Have you access to a library consisting of books ^-+9on aeligion........Education..........  School managements
11. Have you ever taugnt in Public or Hign Sonool....
or Oollege......  State your eJ^erlenoe .........18. Wnat books nave you read that relate to Education...
Christian or Religious Education.......Psychology..
Philosophy....  Give names and aut ...........
13, What magazines of a general character do you reaar...*
14. What religious papers do you 715, How many books (approximately) do you v'‘'
16, Hava you a family library?.....,.. ® ”How many of such books are of a religious character.., 
How many are "non-religious” (including fiction)......
17. DO you use the Public Libraries?..... Regularly?,.,...-
18. How many hours a week do you devote to religiousrdading?......... (hot including preparation pf
weekly lesson)
19 Do you attend religious conventions?.... Name them
and state if you attend regularly.............
20. Are you taking a correspondence course along 
Biblical lines...... If bo, state subjects
and name of school...............•••;..... .31 Are you devoting any time to otner business or
professional studies...... What are tney?....
23. Do you attend any of tne following
a. Church services
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23* Wiiat induced you to teaon in the Churcii School?*, 
(Checlc off)
a. Desire to re;:ider service to the cnurch
b. Love for children
0,Enjoyment in teaching-
d. To please anyone? Who?*
e. Interest in moral welfare of the children
and community.
f. Were^aou pressed to take up this work
or did you do it on your own desire .
34. How do you prepare your lessons?
a. Do you rely eilttltely on lesson nelps?
b. Do you pray for guidance?
c. Do you write out notes for teaching?
35* When do you preapare your lesson?
' a.Late Saturday night or early Sunday morning?
b. Some time definitely set aside during the week?
c. Do you attempt to teach without preparation?
26, How long does it take you to preapare your lesson?
27, How do you determine the success of your teaching?
(Check off) , ,
a. By tne interest of the class? •
b. By memory verses the class recite?
c. By a high percentage of attendance?
d. By the number of scholars who join the church?
e. By examinations (1) Oral
(2) Written
28, Do you assign the lesson in advance for tne child
and parent to read together?..................
29, Do you ever visit other Ghurcn Schools for the
purpose of seeing now they conducttneir study 
periods and programs of worship?..............
30, If you write an outlibe for tne teaching of the
' lesson would you care to enclose a copy?.,.,,,
31, How many times have you been absent from your
class during tne teaching year?...............
32, Are you punctual....  or do you arrive late....
Is it frequent.... or occasional......-........
33, Have you any difficulties in regard to discipline
in tne study period?,,,.,.......................34, What ages and grades have you taiignt in the Church
School during your experience................ .
35, Have you ever received pay for teaching in the
Caiuroh School?............................
36, Are your parents member s of this church?......
37, Are they members of any other church?...........
State names and places..........................
38, Have you younger brotners or sisters who do not
attend Cnurcn School?.......................... .
39, Were your parents ever "Sunday School teachers!!.
40, Do you visit your scholars in their homes......
How often?.............. ............... .........
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Thirteen teacners in active relations were surveyed' 
varying in age from 16 to tJiLrty“Blx, Of tnis total 
eignt were found to be members of tnis ohurcn and two
of otner Protestant denominations. Ten were led into
•
the onuroa by home influences and training. Three 
give the home an exclusive place, and three cite tne 
Church School as partial motive. Three give tne Young 
Peoples* meetings equal mention. One case is unique 
in subscribing to tnis latter agency. Only one voted 
tne Church School as tne prevailing factor. It is 
significant that the Churcn services receive only one 
vote and tnis is shared by home training and tne 
Oiurcn School. None are the fruits ,of ^revivals".
Three teachers have no church oonBection whatsoever,
CHURCH ATTHKDANCi; AND DHVOTIONAL HABITS,
Nine teachers report regular attendance at the Sunday 
services of the onurch, three of these are choir members, 
six attend tne Young Peoples' Society (HpworthLeague)
Two state they attend tne means of grace "irregularly" 
a Ed. two, "rarely".
No teacher can adequately present tne work of the 
Church School without habituating hi-mself to the 
quiet of the sanctuary. We feel it is therefore 
incumbent on us to press this service - if health 
will permit - believing tnat only as we receive in
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a devotioneQ. manner ©an we impart tne very spirit
the Children snould expect. Inspiration is the
fountain spring of. aspiration. Moreover, a
tendency for the teacher to be absent from tne
morning hour of worshifi nas often a disastrous effect
upon tne scnolars and this bad exan^jl^ is but a
stepping stone into other problems which lead to
spiritual confusion. The secret of those who have
nobly stood for J.ife*B best ideals has been closely
related to the sanctuary. For these the hour of worship
has been indeed g^n "inn of tranquility'* and a solace
in stress and struggle witn life's difficulties. No
'teacner can afford to dispense with this divine habit
without becoming exposed to many dangers fatal to the
true pedagogue. In the presence of people whose
life is akin to ours in all its trials and temptations 
\we receive a social encouragement which proceeds from 
the altar. This is vital to Christianity and no exuuse 
can render adequate apology.
Eight teaoners report they pray for guidance in 
tne teaching of tne lesson, two reply with "occasionally", 
two did not answer and one was answered in the negative 





Tne religious reading of tne teachers is very 
meagre. Two report, ”no religious reading other 
th&n lesson taught." Six regularly read "Zion*s 
Heraldjf one the "Presb'yterian Witness", one the 
PCongregationdlist" and "Christian Endeavor World"j 
and two the "World Outlook",
The secular reading is much more evenly distributed 
and represents tne following which are reported as 
regularly read:-
'Hational Geographic 
Youth’ 8 Companion 
/The Menace
Saturday Evening Post ■ 
American






Two report they attend Conventions ‘regularly (Nortn- 
fi©ld)i three have attended NorthfJeM once, one has 
■'attended Y.W.C.A. Conferences. The remaining-eight 
teachers do not attend conventions of any kind .
MOTIVES FOR TEACHING (Question 33)
Answering the question, "What induced you to teach 
in tne Church School?" Three reply that tney were 
pressed to take a class by the Superintendent because 
of the need of teachers. One volunteered for teaching
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experience. Three teach because they love children 
and enjoy teachiiS^, Four desired to render service 
to the church and two for love of children solely.
None of the thirteen teachers surveyed have had 
teaching‘experience in the Public Schools, Eight of 
*them use the Public Libraries and five do not. An 
interesting correlation could be worked up here,
EDUCATIONAL ADVANTAGES OF THE TEACHERS,
The following is an analysis of tne academic 
pedigree of tne teaching. force:«
Graduates of Elementary School......S'
" ^ High School ...........  4
^ Academy ................ 2
« College ..........  1
Total _____, 13
One has professional equipment in Domestic'
Science and one a combined business and professional 
training,
MEASUREMENT OF SUCCESS IN TEACHING AND METHOD ADOPTED 
IN PREPARING LESSON.
Nine report they measure tne success of their 
teaching by Attendance and oral questions. One 
estimates tne success by interest and three did. not 
answer.
Six prepare the lesson Sunday morning previous 
to the School session. One has a definite period from
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wnich tae lesson takes form. Another uses Saturday 
evening, another .Friday evening and 'Saturday after­
noon and the remainder have no stated period, working
t
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on tne topic in spare moments and at such intervals 
as give-opportunity,
RECOMMilNDATIONSi
To meet the needs of the average Church^Sohool in '
the matter of an efficient teaching force we believe 
that primarily tne pastor should be so trained tnat 
one indisputable function in his ministry shall be 
to train tne teachers and officers in the local 
Church School, This is ah inalienable right on the 
part of the teacher and should be one of the demands 
of a trained ministry. Problems that have loomed up 
in the foregoing survey can only be effectively treated 
in a class or meetings either in^jiUblie or private, 
where the teacher may receive the help^trained advice,
A
No church is completely organised therefore, unless .
*
provision is made for regular and systemic"Teacher 
Training". During tne past year sucn gatherings 
have been provided and the attempt tb improve the 
religious content of the,.by courses in, (1) General 
Bible content, (2) The School graded and departmentally 
organised, witn tne problfems of administration and 
instruction, (3) Social factors in community evangelisation
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including parents problems regarding child*-life,
(4) Devotional studies in worship for young and 
old. Very few of tne teacnere attended^ but tne con­
viction still holds, that^ sucn a class is vital 
to the needs of tne local Church Scnool.
Ho Teacher Training filass*, however ideal it may 
become, can adequately meet all the demands of'its 
own teacners, Cbmmunity Scnools are urged in addition 
to local effort and wnefe the local Church School is 
located near a denominational college, where’ courses 
in Religious Education are given, as is the case 
here, wfe' strongly recommend, tnat such teachers as 
may be able to make the sacrifice of time or business, 
attend at least the evening courses of the University, 
Tne Church should care for the expense of tuition and 
in needy cases financially assist tne students. Tnis 
has been somewhat covered by the'Centenary of the 
Methodist Episcopal jChurch, The point at issue is 
tnat each church should seek to train Its beet and prom­
ising teachers. Tnis sacrifice will mean untfil'd 
service to the larger interests of the Kingdom and be 
part of the finest missionary endeavor ever undertaken.
Most of our teachers state they have not tiijie even 
to attend a local training session, to say nothing
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of participating in Coamrunity Schools or evening 
classes at the University, This oritioism calls for 
a re«d(64tribution of Christian service. Many of 
our teachers have been literally worked to death.
Paul's words may be applied here as in other Vunctions 
of organised constructive religion, “Let him that 
teacheth give himself to. his teaching”. (Bom.xii. 7)
It is better to do one task well than a number ineffect­
ively, Some of our teachers are members of almost 
every organisation in the church. Tne solution as 
we- see it is to make the teaching office imperative 
and have some, if not most of these other attachments 
subordinate. Mo other place, save tne pulpit, can 
vie with the teaching function of the Church School 
and the sooner we submit the better for our faith 
in Protestant Christianity, The teacher should there­
fore regard his work as indispensable and move in 
every direction towards the accomplishment of the 
ideal in saving men by saving the child. No exuse 
or apology can stand the test demanded by a thorough­
ly awakened CnrsltsQn system,
G W-T'i sV'i c»*v\
THE ORGANISATION OF THE LOCAL CHURCH SCHOOL FOR 
ADMINISTRATIONAL 
PURPOSES.
During -the preparation of this paper, the Superint­
endent of the Sonool in tne local Church, whose ability# •
and High School experierrce in teaching, rendeijed
valuable assistance to the Religious EducatioJal
■program of the Church, was compelled to resign’his
office on account of business conditions whic}:|
'made it necessary for him to be away from home| a
\
considerable portion of tne year. This is indfeed 
a distinct loss due to a regrettable necessity.
\
The Annual Meeting for the election of Teachers 
and Officers considered therefore, tne advisability 
of a re-organisation of the government of tne local 
scnool. The following recommendations are before 
the disciplinary body,
i
1, That each teacher and officer and one
representative from each of tne adolescent 
classes, elected by the democratic vote of "Ihe 
dass concerned, shall constitute a ^
"Committee of Religious Education." Inai i 
hereafter known as the " School Council".
That it shall be REPRESEl^'TATIVE BODY and 5 
function for the entire s-dnool,
3*- That there snail be elected annually, from the 
bo^y of the "School Council" a "Church School 
cabinet", hereafter known as the "Cabinet" with ADMINISTRATIVE functions for the' 
management cJf the School.
3. That the'Official Board of the local Churcn
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snail annually elect two persons and tlxe 
"School Council", (otnerwise known as tne 
Council of Religious Education) shall elect 
four persons, jointly and severally to he 
known as the "Churoh Committee on Religiou.s 
Education", The duty of this Committee 
snail be to legislate the laws, pxBpBsaiK 
and enactments for recommendation by tne 
Cabinet and adoption by tne council
9, That the pastor (If qualified) or some 
qualified person shall function a4 
"Director of Religious Education."
5. -That the organisation of officers for the 
school shall consist of:-
(I) Superintendent





(T|) Custodian of concert equipment etc
(8) Supt of Cradle Roll
(9) " Beginners Department
(10) " Primary ”
(II) « Missionary Department
Ill
THE BEGINNERS* DEPARTMENT
Tne calendar of St Jonn’e Sfotnodist Ii»iscopal Ghuroli, 
Dedham, Mass,, contained the following notice on Sunday 
October 13th, 191S
" Beginners and Primary departments of the 
Church School will meet at 10. 45 a.m. in their 
respective class rooms, instei^d of noon as 
heretofore.
On account of congestion in our growing 
school and also for educational purposes, it 
has been found necessary to change the time of 
meeting for these two departments. The new 
arrangement will afford parents tne opportunity 
of bringing their children to*Sunday bchool' 
and remi^ining themselves for morning service.
Both the service and these two departments will 
close at noon promptly."
The lack of room equipment for once in the history 
of New England conditions has proved to be a 'benefit, 
instead' of tne children coming to School at a time 
when they are in* physical and mental fatigue they now 
come when both they and the teachers are fresh for 
tne. task. The new regime has worked well.
The following questionaire was submitted to the
Superintendent of tne Beginners'. Department:-
" Survey of Pupils activities, curriculum, and parental 
attitudes of the Beginners' Department of the 
St John's Methodist Episcopal Cnurcn 
School, East Dedham, Mass •
Dear Superintendent of the Beginners' Department:
The following information is urgently desired in 
connection with.tne surveu now being taken of our 
Church School facilities. Will you kindly answer
18
” tliese questions as aocuratel'y as possible.





1, Please state the enrolment for the department tnefirst Sunday in April....St^io.average.for.April.. 
How many' children a!re brought to school by their
parents?. ............ . ......................How many children attend school every'Sunday?,-.
(. healtn permitting )
How many children attend irregularly?
How many are boys,.... How many are girls?*....
2, How many children were born .in tne coalmunity?.. •.
3, Are their any fore.ign born children in your
department?,.... Sate .nationalities.............
4, State how many children live one mile or more from
School............................. *.... .........
5, How many children KNOW their fatner does hot attend
tne services of the church?.. ............
6, How many children, know their mother does not attend
the services of the onurcn?,,................... .
?, How many Benginners* .Children attend Day School., 
(Public School)
8'. What, was the average obllection for tne Department
during tne mont h of April?............... .
9. What is tne Official name of the lessons used?*.,
10,State tne name of the paper or papers you give th?
children t‘o take home? ^.
11,Have you a"Family Altar League^or similar organis­
ation? ..... ....... ................... .13,Has the School (or have you) affiliated the depart­
ment with tne National Mothers CJongress?.13, How many times during the year have tiae children
appeared ih any ChildrenSs Day exerpisee or tne 
like. State tne occasions,....,...... ...........
14, How many of your pupils are taught to read the Bible
by their parents?............................... .
15, How many children are taken to "Movies".-........
How many go weekly?,,.,.., or oftener.........
16, Do you teach your children to give systematically
to the Church School?,...........................
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17. How often do you visit tlie homes of your pupils?.
18. In your lessons'or teaching do you ask your
scholars*to recite and attempt to memorise 
scriptural verses?..................... ........
19. Do you teach your scholars the meaning of ”Missions?.,
30. Axe they given "Golden texts?";.... . Ihe
great hymns of the church?.,,... ?fhat are they?
31. What songs do you sing in tne worship period
of your departmental sessions?,,,.,.,..........
33. State accurately the equipment you have for teaching, 
such as tables, chairs, games, books for children 
Give an inventory in outline.... ........... .
33, What do you need in addition to this equipment?,
34. Do you think the children are in a proper room?.
Is the light good?.......................
Is the ventilation sufficient?.,..,............
Are the children ever sleepy in the class sess­ions?.................  Have you any troubles in
discipline?.... ........... .......... .
35. What is your method of promotion?....... Does
age determine the matter wholly?..............
36, Are you given any definite methods concerning 
instruction and Beginners* methods by the 
Supt, of the Church School,,..,,, Pastor?.,..,
How many times do you emphasise the fact that the 
children are members of a "Methodist Episcopal"
School?............ .................... ....... .
Do you tell tne children stories other than those
in. the weekly lesson?, ......... .
Have you been instructed in Story -telling?,.,,.
When you teach the lesson do you point out the
moral involved?......  For instance, "God feeding
tne sparrows", do you state Godd feeds the 
sparrows because he loves them, and if loves 
sparrows he certainly lo^s little children?.,.
Are you provided with pictures for teaching?,,,.
Do you e35)lain them to the scholars?.,..,.....
Have you pictures of the "Madonn-a and child"
"Jesus in tne temple",
Townat extent do you use handwork in the sessions?,. 
What age would^you consider too young foT the
Beginners* Department.........what age too old?.,..
How many minutes does tne study period entail?..
How many minutes does the worship (or devotionalperiod) take?....................................
Have you in your lesson sneeis a prayer for Be­
ginners. ...... . or do you recite the Lord*s
Prayer to them,or what form do you use 
in talking to the Heavenly Father in tne devotions?,. 
State any matters riot herein mentioned that 3^ou 













The enrolment of tne Beginners' Department on the 
.first Sunday in April was thirty pupils and the average 
'attendance for tne montn of April^sixteen. The 
Superintendent of tne Department reports tnat two 
children are brought to the scnool- by tneix pa'rents.
Ten scholars are regular in attendance (nealtn permit­
ting) and twenty are irregular.' Five of tne total 
scnolars are boys and the remaining sixteen are girls. 
There are no foreign bom children in the department, 
tne churon constituency being wnolly American and 
suburban. Tne foreign population is almost entirelyft
outside tne community with a few solitary exeepxions.
Eight children report tney know their father does 
not attend the services of tne cnurcn and six witness 
the same fact concerning the mother.f^|^our children
attend the Public School. Ten attend the "Ifovles” 
with their parents or guardians, one goes weekly, 
the remainder go frequently. None are known to hear 
the Bible read in their homes. The offering for the 
montn of April was 52 cents, (exclusive of a slight 
missio'nary offering) or 1.7 cents per scholar per week. 
Parents should not expect much for sucn small tuition . 
if they do their ea^jectation. is unreasonable,
Reooflimendations,
The room is unsuitable for Beginners. It is located 
in tne tower of the chuxch and snould be on tne ground-
floor witn provision for dividing the department into 
smaller clasees. The windows are small, ecclesiastical 
and do not permit the vision of e^tner child or teacher 
to see beyond its confines. There is no fire escape 
and the place of meeting would be fatal in tne event 
of panic or fire.
The Beginners and Primary departments meeting 
simultaneously with the morning church service 
should first be taught that they are tne very 
youngest congregation in the church and that their 
session*, is a part of the great service Some of 
their mothers a nd fathers are attending in an 
adjoining’section of tne church. Their service is 
just as important and^^that they are growing up 
into a knowledge of Jesus Christ who will be their 
great Grod and Saviour until the end of their' lives..
Assuming a full attendance of Beginners are 
present the room in which they hold their sessions 
would be far too limited in air capacity and general 
hygienic requirements to. normal work. Confusion, 
sleepiness and a score of other factors would 
enter tne disturbed decorum. There are no toilet 
facilities for the younger children whatsoever.
Children cannot be cramped into a small space. The 
active instincts of childhood from which tneir 
religion must grow would be limited under such conditions
in
Moreover, at present a small group of children 
meeting in this fashion must have a cnildien sense 
of isolation. Ten or fifteli children need a greater 
sense of companionship. If the Beginners therefore, 
met with the Primary Children for the period of worship, 
this and equally great needs would be met. This is. 
what is done in the small country school. It has 
to be done otherwise a sense of absolute isolation 
would result and loyalties to the group would never 
be contracted. In such a gatnering the important 
matters of accuracy, neatness, kindness and ^Ohesty 
peculiar to the child mind, would guide the budding 
images by tne aid of more concrete living models.
This is done in the large Kindergarten by older 
children too young for the Primary department. It is . 
obviously lacking in our school. We-shall state a 
suggested program in tiB following chapter on the 
Primary school,
Vne program of the Beginners provides for ten 
minutes of worship, twenty minutes for the study of 
the lesson. The remainder of the time is taken over 
by the play period. Wo motion songs are used, Ko 
prayer is provided in the lesson sheets, but is delivered 
extemporaneously by tne Superintendent, The children's 
morning hymn is sung weekly.
The equipment of the department consists of the following:-
Two small tables, fhity chairs. Lesson paper.




Tne Superintendent reports clay is needed for 
modeling and a sandpile would aid in the equipment. 
She has no fault to find with tne room except that 
sne considers the ventilation is bad.
The scholars are not visited in their homes-and 
no social occasions other'than Children’s Day etc. 
bring the parents, scholars and teachers together.
The Beginners' Child responds to .the wonderful 
and his consciousness must be tied up to material 
things to which he feels related in nature.
Rain and sunshine, trees and flowers, should come 
through bisquely tinted windows, playing upon his 
little sodl spiritual message of the Heavenly ^ 
yatner. God is behind all the cnild sees and hears 
and selected stimulation should be an essential order 
of the day.
The period of worshijP is most fundamental to 
the child’s later religious life. Its importance 
cannot be overestimated. He must be taught how 
to pray - and this same prayer must link obedience 
to parents and kindness to his ^-y-fellows , I am 
not 80 sure that even the best of us can pray the 
prayer adapted to the child mind extemporaneously.
A wise teacher will always prefer the suggestions of
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specialists in tne field of onild religion. The simple 
words in Walker and JenkA, "Songs and Games for 
Little Ones," mignt be used by the Superintendent#
"Fatner, we tnank thee for the night.
And for the pleasant morning light.
For food and rest,and loving care.
And all that makes the world so fair#"
These simple words bring God so near that fear is
dispelled and tne imagery of morning light, so
complex in its psychological factors, brings the
childish satisfaction of freshness, play and
protection, \
^Joint meetings of the Beginners* staff and Cradle 
Roll workers have never been known and suchvery 
necessary. A Check' in this relationship must always 
be in tne process of correlation.
The following is a 'suggested program for the 
Beginners* Department, In the event of Joint 
meetings witn the Primary school, this program 
could be presented bi-weekly or once every 
three weeks subject to the mutual wish and conviction 
of the joint workers,i-
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The Beginners'* Superintendent must not fail
to recognise three vital functions in her task, 
expressed in worship, instruction amd expression.
The lesson must *be appropriate to tne time of the 
year, e.g. it would be pedagogically fatal 
to read a lesson concerning snow and cold weather 
on a warm summer-like morning. She should therefore 
have ready access to a cnange for the day if such 
is neccasry. ,
1. DEVOTIONAL PERIOD
a. Before the children begin tneix mornipl song
they should be taught to stand as cjuietly as
^ possible during,tne playing of soft music.
TBis will teach reverence and become a 
foundation for later consecration so much 
needed nowadays,
b. Children*8‘morning hymn. This should be snort,
(Selections may be made from Hill, "Song stories 
for the Kindergarten.)
o. The teacher's greeting,
d. Offering with .a song. See Ferris, "The Sunday
Kindergarten."
(The pennies must not be permitted to 
become focal in consciousness. The 
child must be taught to translate 
the offering into service for the 
needy, saying, “This offering will 
be sent to the poor children of .... 
or we are giving this offering 
to Jesus Christ who gave himself for 
us.)
e. A prayer song may alternate with - d -
"Father of all, in heaven above.
We tnank thee for thy love.
Our food, our homes and all we westor 
Tell of thy loving care."
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f. Talk to children by Supt, about God’s care. 
Blessings of Home. Beauties of flowers. 
Kindness of friends etc.
11. CLASS ROOM AMD STUDY PKRIUD.
g. A brisk marching tune snould be played. It
should not be too loud.Children should stand until signal given and 
then orderly march to their respeotiye 
class-rooms.
h. The story of the lesson.
IIU EXPRESSION AND PLAY PERIOD.
i. Drawing, cutting for older Kindergarten children 
.Sandpile, Blocks, pictures for younger.
Closing grayer relating the lesson, given by the 
t eacherChildhen taught to quietly retire with the 
thought they are leaving God’s house.
A de^tailed program may be found with fu^ references 
to the literiture of the subjects in W.S^Athearn*s 
’’The Church School”, Pilgrim Press, 1914.
THE PRIMARY DEPARTMENT,
IV
A cjueetionecirfe substantially tbe same as that 
issued to the Beginners, was submitted to the Super­
intendent of the F«itiiary School with the following 
findings:-
The enrolment of t’he Primary Department on the 
first Sunday in April was thirsty two, divided into 
three classes. The Primary Superintendent does not 
teach a class in her department in. the ordinary 
course of events. The average attendance for the 
month of April was eeyenteen. KcP children, are brought 
to ecnool by their parents. Ten are regular in 
attendance ,and twenty twb irregular, Th^ir are'twenty 
two boys in the department and. eleven girls. Seven 
were born in the community "and twelve were bom iii 
other communities within the state. There are no 
foreign born children. Ten know their^ father does 
‘not attend the services of the church and eight know 
the mother does not attend. All the children are in 
the Public School. The Berean Graded, International 
course Idssons are used. Primary slkiries are given 
to the children for home reading with ”Dew Drops”, 
published by David Cook, Chicago, Ill, Ten are 
taugnt to read the Bible by their parents. All 
receive instruction in systematic giving to the 
school as an institution of the Christian Cnuron.
o
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Tiae children are promoted according to Public School 
grades. Ihey never hear that they are in a ^Sunday 
Sbhool" belonging or identified with the Methodisto
Episcopal Church. The scholars are never systematic­
ally visited ty the departmental staff. Seven attend 
"Movies'* accompanied by guardiansj ^our go weekly.
The equipment of the Primary Department consists 
of a number of small chairs, a table for .each class 
(which is unsuitable and out .of proportion to the 
regular Primary chairs used). Primary pictures for 
class exhibit,.(These are placed around the room during 
the teaching of the lesson in picture Gallery style 
very much to tne credit of the teachers) The Super-^ 
intendent reports "very meagre equipment for handwork,
- crayons, scissors, paste etc.” The room is reported 
"unsuitable, light fair, ventilation good.” This is 
a very favorable, reaction by a Superintendent who 
knows her business and is able to criticise her facilities 
when on the face of it good work is being done.
THE PROGRAME OF WORSHIP AND INSTRUCTION.
Departmental devotions are said to occupy ten minutes 
and the study period twenty five, leaving the remainder 
of the time for e3q)re6eional work, which is about half 
the entire period.
The prayers published in tne "Orders of Service" 
page 11 of the Primary and Junior Hymnal are used and
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ine Lord’s Prayer is recited with tne children.
Ko motion songs are used. The meaning of “missions" 
is taught. Memory verses are given.
A BRIEF GHARACTERtSATlON OF THE PRIMARY CHILD.
There is little difference between tne Primary an d 
Beginners* child, A few more years gives him a larger 
world in which to adjust is budding attitudes. His 
enlarging world demands e35>lanationB of his developing 
curiosity,. The apperceptive factors are sHiaxgtsg , 
emerging and he tries to interpret the new in terms 
of the old. His images are fleeting, and fanciful. ^
He enjoys legends, fairy tales, folklore and is- full 
of vivid imaginations. God in his kindness has so 
ordered that this child shall grow into the real and 
he must not be forced. The meaning and function of 
growth must not be overlooked by the Primary teacher* 
The public School takes advantage of this rudimentary 
pirychio equipment and the church must siniilarly utilise 
this stock-in-trade. Images of the concretei facts 
of the great world of experience are in the basic make­
up of the Primary Child. He cares little for method 
but is most inteB@0ted in "ends" which, for him, are 
all important. These images must be controlled in 
terms of child-like faith and trust.
The content the Primary curriculum, does not 
call for touch criticism. At any rate we have more
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important matters to ^discuss rendered by immediate 
problems* Tbe chief obstackle to adequate handling 
pf this department is in ROOM EQUIPMENT. Ihe Primaries 
meet in a fairly large room, located on, the ground 
floor of the church plant with no small adjoining 
class rooms. (The ladies kitchen is utilised very 
creditably for one room but it is only a
-i
poor substitute.) The windows of the Primary room Are
akin to the Beginners, a little less eeclesiastical
fe® larger^on the north-west side, pro'dii'clng a ^sombre
illumination verging on melancholy. There is no
pi^no’, no desk for departmental exercises, no sand-ira.y8,
the floor is b^re and mostly dirty. There are no hanging
pictures to relieve the gloom of this often prison-like
atmosphere. .There is no Christ blessing little children,
no divine snepherd, no Christ in tne care of his parents**
‘No such symbolism -strikes the hungry senses in this 
nature needing concrete image's. You -might a's well 
try to reason this Primary child into the problelns 
of tne calculus as attenpt to tedch him religion in 
tne manner often used by our Protestant system. Rome 
with her rich imagery, often mistaken for idols, id 
wonderfully fitting to the Primary child and the training 
under such stimuli shews itself in the later mature 
life. There is no sheepfold, no minature tent, no 
Rams horn, no scroll, no water jar, not even an 
Oriental house save in the picture method of tne lessons
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and no wise teacher would fail to objectify her 
lesson if such were in tne equipment.
* As far as can be learned tnere is no provision 
either by lesson help or organised primary instiraotion • 
for the cooperation of pareiits in the teaching 
funsisfon . The children simply come to receive 
what devoted and hard working teachers are able 
to give. The home seems eliminated from the 
school in its vital connection with the program 
of religious instruction. This is as regrettable as 
it is unfair and Protestant parents need reminding 
of this essential relationship.
A SaGCxESTED PROGRAM 
1,DEVOTIONAL PERIOD
The children will all be in their ps^eats at 
tne commencement of the period of worship,
1, Children standing. (.They must be taught how to
stand from the point of hygiene and religious 
dignity) Soft music played. (It cannot be too 
rich but it can be too poor^ jazzy and discord­
ant.)
2, Prayer song. Selected from Hill,-"Song stories fo.r
Khe Kindergarten,"or. Walker and Jenke, "Song's and Games
for Little Ones." 
or. Primary and Junior Hymnal
Many of the hymns in the Junior Hymnal 
should be ignored as unsuitable for this 
period. Some of them are very beautiful and 
should be used.
The order of service in this Book of Praise is 
too adultlike and very unfortunate. No c^demnation 
oi. this sin by our well meaning but ill-informed 
leaders can be too strong.
The following,#118, by Johann G.H.Rinok, is a classic 
prayer-song.
**Jesus, meek and gentle,Son of God most Mgix’,
Pitying, loving Saviour,
Hear Thy children cry,
*'Lead us on our Journey;
Be Thyself tne way 
Through terrestrial darkness 
To celestial day."
or
#133 "Jesus, high in glory,
Lend a listening ear; 
l/?hen we bow before Thee,
Children's praises hear
"Though Thou art so holy.
Heavens Almignty King,
Tnou wilt stoop to-listen 
'When Thy praise we sing,"
Children should sing these hymns witn the 
selected verses until tney know tnem "by heartn.
They will never forget them,
S, The Superintendent extends morning greetings .
4. Open‘*lsong and response.There is a good one #330 in the Primary Hymnal
Supt. "This is the day which the Lord hath made.
Besponse, "Let us rejoice and be glad in it," 
Supt. "Let our prayer be set forth in Thy sight 
as the incense.
Response, "And let the Igtingup of our hands 
be an evening sacrifice,"
Supt. "Glory be to Thee, 0 Lord, who on this 
day didst rise from the dead,"
Response. "That we might rise at the last day 
and live forever,"
or
Supt, "The Lord is in His Holy Temple." 
Response. "This is the day the Lord hath made. 
We will rejoice and be glad in it. 
Supt. "I was glad when they said unto me,
'Let us go into tne House of God." 
Response. "Blessed is the man who trustetn in 
thee in who heart are the ways 
of Zion,"
5, A seleotei song form tne Junior Hymnal,
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6, A seasonal talk to children working towards the
attitude of thankfulness.
The Superintendent will now say, "let us show God 
how glad we are, thahking him with our hearts 
and offerings,
7, Offering Song, # 147 (Primary and Junior Hymnal)
"Little givers, come and bring 
Tribute to your heavenly^ King;
Lay it on the altar high.
While youf songs ascend the sky;
Little givers do your part 
With a glad and willing heart;
For the angel volwes say.
Little givers, give today,"
During the singing of the second stanza they 
must be taught to quietly sing and proceed to 
their classes.
Under the present conditions of our sonool it is 
recommended that tne Primary Assembly include also the 
Beginners' children, who will partdcipate in tnis 
service up to this part and then file to their respective 
class room or rooms. It is further recommended that 
the vacant main room of the Churon school be utilised 
for one of these classes. If curtains were used 
two or even three classes cguld be accommodated.
This would enable tne Superintendent or Superintendents 
to remain in tneir respective quarters planning work 
for future events
‘ll.CLASS PmOD ■
8, Instruction and study of the lesson.
III.SSPRESSIONAL PKEIOD.
9, Pasting, coloring, sandpile, etc.
10. Closing exercises either in class or departmental
room.
Brief spng (if needed)
Lord's Prayer recited together.
It is recommended that these new or revised programs 
be put on at the next Children's Day services at an 
early hour in tne afternoon in order to educate tne 






"Habituate youtn to deeds noi words.” Henricn Pudor
The following questionalre was submitted 'to each 
teacher in the Junior Sohpol who made a record of 
the findings which follow.
” Please state theenrolment of your class on the
first Suhday in April,,/...... . ’Vfliat was the
average attendance for the month of April.... .
How many scholars can you count regular in 
attendance (healtn permitting ., ^ ,. Is your
class composed of boys.^..-. or gifls....  ■?
How many scholars were born in the oommunity?.,..
How many born outside comniunity?.How, many 
are foreign born?.(including Canada 
and Great Britain^.,,, State all nationalities 
if possible................. .....................
Cops the father of the scholar attend the services of this church,..,;.'...,, dbes the mother attend
the sdrvioes .of this .church .............. Does
tne^ fat i^er attend the services of any other church
State names of ddnomlnations respresented......
Does the mother attend the services of any other
church?......... State the number who do and
give tne denominations...........................
Are the parents members of this cnurch?.
Mother...... Father. If not are they members
of any church?,.., State denominations..... .
Fatner.,,,. Mother.,.,.,.,
Give tne Public School grades represented by your
scholars........................ What is the
official name of the lessons you use?.,,......... .
Do you give your pupils publications for home
reading?.......State the name and publishers of
the paper........................................ .
Have you a Family Altar League or similar devotional
organisation attached, to your class.........How
many of your pupils are taught to read the Bible 
at home by their parents?.,..,... How many have
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family prayers?..........
iiow many of your sciiolars regularly attend the
"Movies",,,,....  How many attend occasionally?.
How many go accompanied by elders,....  (orparents)..... . How many go witn chums,.....
How many go unattended?«............
(Tne latter part of the question does not refer 
to Middle adolescents)
Do you teach your children to give systematically 
to the School as a department of tne Christian 
Churcn...................... ......... . T..........
Do you know tne parents of your scnolars?.
Do you visit tne scholars in their homes?,.....
Do you give "memory verses” in the teaching
of the lesson?.... Are these given weekly....
or when?.,.,............ Do you teach them
tne meaning of tne great hymns of the church?
(Suon aB”Jesus Lover of my Soul," "Rock of Ages," ) 
Do you advocate the memorising of these classics
of the faitn?........... Do you use maps?
Are they from the -Teacher's Bible?.,., or Lesson
Helps?......  Hovw do you handle pictures either
given in the lesson or elsewhere?...............
(State as fully as possible)
To what extent does your class pse handwork?...,.
How do they use note books?,......  Do you have
note bpoks and pencils?........ do they write
out the lesson at your dictation?,,,, or listen
to you speak without note«booK equipment?...... ^
In t«aching a leesbn such aB"David and Goliath," 
would you pibint out the moral involved?,...,..
Check off your answer in tne following particulars.
Would you say it was, "Courage?"Patriotism?, 
or "Justice?.” or none of these?.,,, or all
of these?..........................................
In the matter of teaching what further eqaipment 
do you think lyou need?,... Do you need a separate
class-room?......Are'you disturoed by noise in
your present location?.....  Axe your pupils ever
sleepy?...... Do you think tne ventilation is
adequate?,.,.. Is your teacning interfered with
by visits of Supt?.....  Secretary?.......Treasur-er?,.
Pastor?,.,,,.
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Axe tiie sciiolars promoted on your own autnority?,*. 
ox Su|>erintendent?......... ......................
Have you attended the local "Teacher Training Class?"
..... ,..,'Have you attended a Qommunity Training
school?........... Have you received training in
any other way — convention^ or the like?...... .
(Please state tne names of such organisations?,.
Do you frequently emphasis tne fact that your pupils
are in a Methodist Episcopal Church School?.....
How many of your scholass attend, tne regular services
of the onurch?....  How many are. probationers?,.
How many are members of this church?• (Sometimes 
scholars are on the books of the ohurch and they 
are not aware of such enrolment.)
How many of tnem are members of the Epworth League?...
Do you drill your scholars in tne oateohi.sm?,...,.
How many know what ,tne catechism is?......-...
Do you know yourself what the catechism is?.....
(Do not scruple to answ^er this questions. It is 
ask^ed merely to Indicate the manner in which we have been brougnt up in the sohooJLs af yesterday,.,)
HoW many of your Boys are in tno "Scouts."....
Girls in tne ^^Scouts, Campfire etc.".,........
State wnat you do for them in their social lif.e?
Are you called upon to help them outside of -school
hours?....  Do you hold weekly play periods?.....
If not dc you ever hold suon gatherings?'.
Have you any troubles of discipline?.........
How many come.to school tardy?......* Do you hava
confidential chats with hnem, regarding, "personal
religion?.... Sex?,.....  Social. life? ,
What is the name of their favorite club?.,,., or 
social-play organisation?,.....
UEiOw many scholars can dance?*.... Can you’ .enquire
wnere tney learned to dance?.......... ........ ..Was i^ in Public School?....,...'... In private parties?,.
Where do they now dance?,,,.................
How many attend Dance Halls?,-.......
Does the Public School offer any organised play 
outside of schools hours?.......
Would you consider a departmental library in Biblical 
and Heligioue Educational work STHICTLY necessary 
for efficient preparation of your lesson?.......
now many of your pupils know tne divisions of the 
Old Testament into Hooks of l,Law. 3.History.
3. Prophecy. 4.Poetry. (Check off) Bow many know
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tne divisions of tne New Testameht into !• Gospels 
3, 'History S.Kpistlee............................ .
How many know the significance of the following:-
1,Apostles Creed - (Tne. Creed of Christianity,)3.Ten. Commandments (Moses, Sinia. Foundations of Xaw.)
3. The Disciples sf (13) Disciples of Jesus.)
4. The Sermon of the Mount, (The great words of Christ.)
5. The 23rd Psalm (The Shepherd Psalm.)
There is no record either in Roll Book or Secretary's 
lists of age and class grades, with the address of the 
pupils, save in one Book. No business house or 
School could do its beet work without such and it is 
strongly recopimended that the books of enrdlment be 
so edited giving this vital information, preserved 
year to year for future record. A card index system 
prdperly annotated would be of immense value and. 
these could be filed as occasion demanded for speedy 
ajiphabetical record .
The survey revealed a mixing of certain Public 
School grades outside the regularly accepted divisions 
laid down by a correlated system of Public and Religious 
Education. Two were mentally below tne lines and 
included for the sake of age. One class in Junior 
studies, shewed the flight from grade 3 to seven 
in the Public Schools. The former represented one 
member whose physical weakness created the low level 
rather than subnormality.
The entire sohool is native born save for tne narrow




Glass . . 4, 11. 18, 25. Total. Ave,
w. J B 6 5 5 9 25 6
MF. J2 G 4 6 6 5 21 5
LS. J3 G 9 9 9 8 35 8
EW. J G 6 4 4 6 20 5
MC. J3 G 4 7 6 5 22 5
B; J3 B 11 10 11 9 41 10
LC. JI G 3 6 4 2 15 3
o o • J2 B 7 7 a 7 29 7
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April e»Wte«tion, Sun Ave
4. 11. CO • 25,,Total .Ave,,Pu^
1ll 4 11 4 r3a 7
17 21 13 20 71 17 3
33 38 23 35 1.29 32 3
28 12 19 34 83 20 4
5 9 7 9 30 7 1
10 17 18 11 56 14 1
8 S7 12 15 63 15 4
13 14 13 9 48 12 1
5.09
Actual average attendance, for month • 52 scnolars 
Actual -average col'lectlon per Sunday $1* 0 2 
ActusCl average collection per sdiolar 00,4 (or two cents per scholar)
The Junior department meets at noon immediately follow­
ing tne morning Cnuron service. On tne official day 
set apart for the survey there were sixty two Juniors 
enroled, according to the statements of the teachers,
I
GRADING AND CURRICULUM,
Two were above normal in Public School achievement 
and on the testimony of tne Church School teachers gave
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evidence of tne same brigntness in Religious work.
From the'point of view of the average New England 
conditions, the local Church School is quite qell 
graded, ihe classes, as will be observed, are 
very small and permit muon personal attention.
Wi-ch- persistent devotion on the part of“ the teachers 
good fruit should come with future development.
The content of the curriculum is the Berean Qraded 
International Course, No fault is foiind by the testchers 
in regard to same.
One is tempted, to urge the uniori of certain 
classes but- in view of faulty room equipment with the 
danger of disturbed discipline oocasipned by overlarge 
classes-, "one in hie small corner and you ih yours". 
This is however not a solution of tne difficulty but 
merely an arrest. Each class should without doubt
•fi
have its own class-room and* no' church should be 
considered completed until this requirement is 
supplied’. Four teachers felt the need of a separate 
class-room and thrpe did not. Some pedagogioal|l> 
training needs to be done here in a truly Home Missionary 
spirit. Thrfee classes out of eight do systematic 
handwork,* Two of these use manuscript books and write 
^ut at tne teacher^s dictation. They are suitably tested 
by written examinations wnich are given periodically.
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One 'blaolcboard is used regularly, (there are only tv/o 
, in tne entire sohool) Maps and pictures are us'ed on 
the testimony of the teachereywhen such are necessary," 
The maps are those of the Teacher's Bible or lesson 
boot and the pictures from the latter source.
A brief sn^p quiz was git>en testing tne following 





Sermon on Mount 
Twenty Third Psalm












B,J3 LO.JI CC,J2 W,J 
0 0 0 0
3 0 11
9 "They 3 ^
are
Hazy not 0 0
well
8 info „ 6 3
-rmed.
First capitals - teacher 
Capitals and number - class,
Mumbers in table - number of pupils who 
could answer tne question intelligently.
PLAT LIFE,
The Junior child grows slowly. He eats more and 
grows less than^^^y other period of life. He is 
characteristically restless, abounding in motor activity^ 
He must be properly fed and receive the rignt kind 
of exercise. Overstrain through too much play' in this 
period will vitally affect his later physiological 
equipment. Habits form easily. The collective instinct 
is' beginning to open its great campaign of collection
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in all its variety. Social instincts are budding
and function in the ”gang” life, Tne Onurch School
0
teacher must take cognisance of these factors and work
with the tide instead of against it. He must seek to
make the' plastic nervous system of the Junior child
his ally rather than his foe in tne building of
character. Disobedience and faulty discipline often
is the result of the teacher'*s ignorance of these
physical factors. The child iu^tne "gang" is never
disaobedient ideally. His leaders are often phantoms
of the imagi-nation, but they are real heroes and
he bows in their presence, i^ths of child-lore,1
fascinating missionary stories, adventureous, 
however fanciful feed his hungry senses. Companionship 
must be directed in order to proipote tne hignesx social 
spirit. All this is fundamental to the child*s relicglon, 
indeed with the added content of devotion and worship 
this is his indisputable relationship to God,
The following is an analysis of, the recreational 
activities of seven classes surveyed:-
1.SCOUTS
Class Members. Hon-mmbrs. Favorite Club,Other
LC.JI G 6 0 Girls* Scouts 0
MF.J2 G 1 6 ho preference 9
B, B 4 11 Khiights St John 15*
CC,J2 3 0 6 No preference 0
MC.J3 G 3 5 do 0
W.J B 0 11 do 0-
LS,J3 G 4 6 do 0
♦Knights a class organisation
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S. ATT^NDANCiL- AT "MOVIES."
Claes, Occasionally.Regularly. Attended.Unattd. Never go
LC.JI G 3 0 Yes
•
3
MF-. J2 G 5 a Yes 2
B.J3 B 5 10 Yes 0
0C^J3 B’ 3 0 Yes 3
MC.J3 4 0 Yes 3
W. J B 8 4 Yes 1
LS, J3 G 9 0- Yes 1
3. DANCING.
Pupils Where Private Where. Pupils
Class DEinoe learned lessons deinoe. in class.
LC.JI G 6 5Pub.Sch, 1 Pub,Sch.At Home 6
MF.J2 G 3 do 1 Pub.Sch. 7
B.J3 B C 15
00.J3 B 0 6
MC.JS G 1 . Pub,Sch. Pub.Sch. 7
W.J B 5 do do 11
LS,J3 G 6 Relatives do 10
No Junior teacher reports that anything is being 
done in tne matter of orgajiised play and .social 
activities for their classes by the Church Scnool. 
Oocaeioaally an ^fisolated "hike" is made. It is 
clear that we have ho provision for utilising the 
play-instinct of our Juniors and this may be due 
to lack of time and persuasion on the part of the 
teachers. No organisation, and the church in 
particular can adopt this suicidal policy without 
ventually realising its unquestionable error. Loyal­
ties are formed in the social group on Sundays and need 
re-enforcement in organised social gatherings systematically
pursued during the weefe, either in class or classes 
or by the depax tanent as a whole.
To meet the visual sttJnulatioy of the hungry 
sense for pictures we recommend the local Church 
Scnool to own and operate, under suitable conditions 
and for educational and recreational facilities, its 
own Moving Picture machine for the children during the 
week and gatherings of both parents and children.
The general play life of the scholars should be 
« met by a recommendation from the Committee on
/
Religious Education urging a minimum equipment 
for recreational pursuits and the setting aside of 
, a capable director who will supervise the ^lay
periods in the interests of -the Kingdom of God, 
Preferably one trained in Physical Education should 
be selected and not one in mere Scout leadership.
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WORSHIP
Twelve out of sixty two scholars know their .father 
does not attend tne meetings of the Ohurcn. Sixteen 
out' of the same number testify that they know their 
mother worships in absentia. This negative total 
is slightly disturbed by the following, annotations.
Two parents are Congregationalists, one father is a 
Roman Catholic, two report that their fathers are dead, 
one apologises for a certain fraternity, and three ore 
members of "nowhere.”
Tlheee returns indicate an unfavorable allegiance
of the parents to the Ohurch Scnbol to which they \
send their children and they should be apprised of 
these facts and their sympathy enlisted.
The same laxity is noted in family demotions.
Out of 63 scholars only twenty are taught to read the 
Bible at- home and only five are brought up in the 
atmosphere where family prayers are recognised either 
by day or week.
The home life of our children is obviously failing 
to support the religious efforts of the school.
Only four teachers report the assigning of the lesson 
in advance for parents and children to read together 
and this does not neoesearily mean they read tne 
scripture but rather the lesson in the pupils book.
Two out of seven classes are assigned memory verses.
These latter, if compromises be admitted, will never 
take the place of‘ the parent habituating tne child to 
daily or even weekly reading of Rod's word^, Such reading 
produces devotion and prepares the child and the parent 
for the best religion can offer whereas tne study of 
the lesson at home is more of the proverbial "home lesson" 
that every school-cnild dreads more oir lees, emphasising 
instruction with no thought of worship. Such things 
will tell a strange story in the congregations of 
tomorrow, *
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Only two teachers are in the habit of telling their 
scholars that they belong to a "Sunday School of the 
Methodist Episcopal Ohurcn," We hold no brief for sec­
tarianism hit do feel the children should know the 
name of their school and be able to give an intelligent 
answeri*® concerning its kind.■ One boy made bold to 
say in answering the question, "Who is tne Head of the 
Church," that the "Pope" was the head and did not 
even know that we expected him to say, "Jesus Christ." 
Children should be occasionally told tne name of their 
Church-school with a brief wo-rd tnat it is' evangelical 
meaning that Jesus is the master and Saviour through 
whom we inheri.t life and by whom aSe sins are forgiveto. 
Referanoes to Protestantism in simple language should
often be made in an atmosphere literally smeared with
/
Romish tendencies and high church loyalties.
All tne scholars are taught; to give to the 
School as an agency or institution of the Christian Church. 
All equally stress the moral side of the lesson.
0%}Jro{
the sixty two scholars surveyed In this 
departement only nine report tney attend the services 
of the cnurch. For these attendants and other children 
•in the morning service of the sanctuary a brief 
"Children"*s sermon" is given. No reward-methods are 
tolerated in tne "bating" of children th the church 
morning service. The matter is stated to them as 
an invitation and the chdrch-going habit for the age
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is stressed. A Junior onurch, in tlie sanctuary 
meeting Sunday afternoons, aooongpanied by Hne
A
Ohurob organ is recommended. Tnis would take 
the place of a Junior Kpworth League and train 
the children in devotions as wall as giving them a 
service adapted to their particular stage of life which 
no morning service can do fo'r them.
Eight Juniors report they are probationers .asad Bone
\ I' are in full church membership.
The problem of the devotional life is very acute 
and can only be met by an adequate divieion of tim^ 
as the School stands at present. This«would give 
opportunity for a brief period of worship needing no 
apolo'gies. There is now being adopted an order of 
service for the combined Junior, Intermediate and Senior 
departments which is given in a subsequent chapter.
THJi; INTl!:RMi!i)IAT£; DEPARTMMT
VI
A questionaire substantially the same 'as that 
issued to the Juniors was submitted to the Intermediates 
with the following results:-
ATTENDANCE AND OFFERINGS,
The total enrolment for the three classes in 
this department on the first Sunday in .April was 9.,
7 and six respectively for the first, second and 
third year Intermediates, with an average attendance 
of 7, 5 and three with an average -offering of 
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The Intermediate pupil is on the doorstep of puberty.
His growth is rapid and often erratic. Gteat activity 
results from a pent-up interest. He is beginning to 
know himself in terms of individuation. He will not 
endure,in the social realm, what he did in Junior days. 
Tirelessness and tiresomeness is evident in its strange 
mixing producing a general awkwardness. This must be ' 
noted as quite natural to the Intermediate age, particularly 
among the older Intermediates, who mentally embarrassed 














Baseball and captain ball
No No -
No No -
No ' No 5-
oft^ of a”swelled heafli-" His mental procfesses ofe.ll 
foJ mental activity wstl^ a very tiring disposition 
which soon functions Am'offence. Socially he deeifees
• i
the "g^g" of hie ov^ sex. This is the age when s scret 
organisations are f)5rmed. and sensitiveness to courtesies. 
^^developed. His/religion is expressed in pragmatic 
te^ms, Everytikng 4hat is "square" stands for his 
^oral ideal, ms life consists in acting out of 
deeds rather tjfeah of ’^rds. Team play begets mor? 
heroism rather than cj^eed or formulated belief.
• fWith thi i 8tock~in-4trade we begin the problems* * i 3f
adolescent < .evelopment, the most important of 
is uAdoubteflly adequate leadership in which the wijsest
it ^care* must-be expended.Men a^nd women of sterling
character ^d widest sj^pathy, patient and wi^sely
pious must be selected for this leadership. Our School
/
is fortunate in this respect. It is not by accident that
the teachers of the Intermediates are men and women ofexperience, both sodial apd- religious, whose genial
' " 1
outldokjjon life is the tjrbe required for their specific ^
tasks.
There is however a lack of socipl eapression a id 
the local School has not ye1< realised this vital
ffector In its fulness. Meetings for the Intermediates
/ vo024c£< ^




in which they may fee! that the Church has made 
pravision for the "open house" as well as "open door"^ 
under ade<iuate leadership. It is at this age we begin 
to hear the critical words, "What*s the use?." "There 
is nothing to go to'.Jt * The following emphasfe we feel 
should be placed on early adolescent training in the 
local Church School.
1. Careful supervision in organised class; a depart­
ment caring for:-
Life program of pupils. Considering what they 
have in mind concerning their fluctuating 
policies which must be guided and guarded.
(b) A recreational provision for indoor and outdoor
program emphasing the physical activities, - 
shewing the importance of care of the body 
in hygenic matters, in food and rest,
(c) A social program in which the early adolescent
finds in his leader or leaders and companions, 
true friendship* and genuine sympathy.
(d7 A religious emphasis in which the entire life 
program may be linked to Jes'ys Christ as the 
great leader, regulating Md controling his 
conduct through experience. This will be done 
by the aid of graded expression in service and devotion through which nohe'm'ay escape definite 
decision for^and allegiance with, tne Cnuron 
in membership wnich is real as well as nominal.
THE SENIOR DEPARTMENT
VI
The local church school has two Senior classes
of young men and young women respectively, cared
• \
for by wise and sympathetic teachers, meeting
at tne same, hour as the Junior, Intermediate
school and joining tnem in tneix devotional exercises.
The following questionaire has elicited the 
tabulated findings which follow:-
Please state the enrolment of your class on tne first
Sunday in April..... What is the average attendance
for tne montn of April.... How many of your scholars
can you call "regular" (health permitting);.........
How many scholars were born in the commufiity^..... How
many outside tne community?.Axe their any foreign 
born.....  State number.....  What nationalities?...
Does the father of tne pupil attend tne services of
this church?.... How many do?......How many do not?..
How many attend the services of other churches.....
Are they outside this specific community............
Does the moibher of the pupil attend tne services of 
this chuxcn?.. How many do?,.. How many do not?....
How many attend the services of some other church?..
Are they located outside this community?...........
Are tne parents members of this church? How many 
are?... How many are not?,,... How many are 
members of otner cnurcnes?.... Stace tne denominations..
How many of your pupils work?.,.. How many are in school?.... College?.... How many are at nome?....(Cirls)
rnat is, the official name of tne lessons used in your
class?......................................... .......Can you state tne nature of the lessons previously studied 
by your pupils?.... Have you a Family Altar League?.......
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How many of your pupils have family prayers in the
home?..... How many malca the habit of reading
Books of devotion, including Ijhe Bible, {This must 
be answered in the affirmative only by those who serious­
ly and systematically readD............ *........ .
Ho?f many attend the "Movies" regularly?.... Occasionally?,,
How many are members Qf the church here?,,,. How many 
are members of another church?....  State denominations.,.
What particular social recreation do you give your
class. State as fully as possible........How many
■of your pupils can dance?.... Where do they dsuioe?..
How many dance in Dance Halls?,.., Where did tney
learn to dance?....  Was It in Public School?,,,
High School?,.,, How many took private lessons?..
How many have a conscienscious objection to dancing?.
Is the place of your meeting satisfactory?,,... Do
you feel the need of a separate classroom?.....
Is your class organised?,., (President, Secretary 
etc.) Do y(bur pupils take part in the classes
other than class recitation?,,............. .
Would you consider a departmental library as essen", 
liiial asset to your work?,...... .................
Xjo you have personal talks with your pupils regarding
social mattexe?,.,. Sex?,.Personal religion?....
Do you urge them to attend tne regular meetings of the
eanotuary?....  or Do you feel that if tney attend
the Church school it is sufficient to cover tneir
devotional life?.............................. ......
How many engage in philanthropic organisations....
Hospitals?....  Care of the poor?,,... How many
attend- .diurch regularly?.... .
What particular type of lessons do your pupils feel
most in .need‘of 7..... How many know anything about
the great religions of tne world?... (Other than
Christianity) How many know tne fundamental
principles of Protestantism?....  of Metnodism?,...,(As outlined in the order of tne^ churcn)
•
How many knov/ tne significance of tne following.
Apostles Creed.....  Ten Commandments.......
Sermon on tne Mount,..... Twentythird Psalm..,,
By whom Revelations was written?............... .
The diff'emce between the Gospels and, tne Epistles,,
State any other matters vital to a survey not otherwise 
iaentioned in this series.... ....................... .
Name, (Hass Date
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Tlie enrolment of tne Young Men’s Class on toe 
first Sunday in April was 15 wi„tn an average attend 
ance of twelve, Tiie enrolment of tne Young 
Women was 17 wltn an attendance for tne montn 
averaging eleven. All are American born save one 
wno is Britisn,
Witn one or tv;o exceptions tne senior classes are 
con^osed of adolescents in tne later period (18-34)
Tne following analysis will indicate tne vital factors 
in tne survey:-
SEKIOftS
QUESTIONS. A. (girls) B^boys)
Total sonolars,. 17 15
RELIGIOUS FACTORS.Father attends this church.......... 9 0
Father attends another church.... 1* 0
Mcb^ier attends this church........... | 10 5
Mother attends another church... 1* 3
Parents members of this church.. 9 0
Members of other churches....... 5# 9®
Pupils who systematically read books
of devotion...................... 1 0
Pupils who have family prayers at hom 3 0
Pupils who are church members here.,. 9 9
Pupils who are members of another church 1#* 3#.
♦ Outside community
# Baptist,Episo.Congregational





RECREATION AND SOCIAL LIFE.
How many work full time^...........
How many work part time^...... . ..
How many are in School^............
How many are in college ?..........How giany are at home (girls)......
What organisation for play etc.,,.;
How many can dance?................
Where do they dance?...............
«•
How many go to Dance Halls?...... .
How many learned to dance in school
How many learned at home?..........
How many took private lessons?....
How many have conscientious object­
ion to dancing?..................
‘How many in philanthropic work?,.,. 



















* afternoons#Weekly club. Annual Play. Occasional trips 
Weekly club. Dramatics.
CURRICULUM.
Tlie offioal name of lessons
What particular type pf lessons 
are pupils nedding .most......
How many know anything about
WorldlRelTgiods.. .............
Principles of Protestantism... 
Principles of Methodism......




II. By whom was the following
written:-Book of Revelations... 
r
What is the diffemce 



















SOME CHARACTERISTICS TO BE NOTED.
Recreation.
Middle Adolescent pupils (ages 15 to seventeen) are 
characterised by coordination and physical poise, nicety 
of movement, blossoming with all the charms of graceful­
ness, The nerve centers are now highly developed 
The chaotic awkHwardnessof the Intermediate has gone,
*
Individuality is developing into team-play with notioe- 
able symmetry. The Middle Adolescent has attained 
approximately 90^ of his height and 80^ of his weight { 
with a slight difference for female^) With the 
years 18 to twenty fou^J^^omes tLe flood tide of 
power with maximum strength. The body is capable of 
tremendous resistance, if not sapped in earlier plastic 
years of vitality. Adventure and courage begin to 
shew their conspicuous feats of daring and strength.
This is the period of the high jump and maximum 
e xertion.
The Ohurch has not always recognised these factors 
in planning her program. Physical facilities promoting 
good health and sound nerves in a devoted body should 
be among the cardinal requirements of Young People^s 
activities in the local Church.
Socially, the sex repulsion has usually departed with 
the 16th or seventeenth year and in its place comes 
"puppy love** and the dawn of the social instinct /in 
T/^ich the young are attracted to each other as never 
before ^^d never better afterwards. The girl once
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tabooed now becomes a "queen”. Chivalry awakens in 
all its majesty and standards of conduct are definitely 
adapted. The old "gang” and team life moving in sixes 
and sevens now turns to "pairs” and the paramount 
interest to the natural boy or girl is the opposite 
seS., Home ideals are developing. The spirit of 
play is carried into work and labor. It is the period 
of desire for dramatics, parties, debates. The 
diurch should riot ignore these vital interests by 
having no program. One evening each week should be 
set aside, with a warm well lighted meeting place, 
homelike and pleasant, in which seniors may gather 
with provisions for social chats, reading, games etc. 
under the leadership of a capablfe supervisor. Debates 
should be arranged. tParties function in the highest 
interests social etiquette and dramatics should be 
installed.
Some will say this is alright for an Ideal program 
but it cannot be realised under present conditions. 
Present conditions, we reply, will not do for tomorrow 
unless they are in line with these^suggestions. The 
diurch of tomorrow will see to it that such oversight 
is cared for by leaders trained for these ew specific 
tasks just as truly as men are trained ‘for the pulpit 
and oversight of a parish. Such a man obviously cannot 
do all this work with the many other matters he has 
in hand. Leadership in the field must therefore be
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trained in Physical Education with a strong course 
in Religious Education essential to graduation or 
Religious Education with an equally strong preparation 
in Physical Education.
We have attempted to fill part of this requirement 
in annual plays (dramatics) given by the two classes 
mentioned with good success. The same spirit 
has recently transformed our Christmas and'Easter 
programs by the presentation of seasonal pageants 
taken directly from the Bible stories and undertaken 
by the Intermediates and Senior scholars directed 
by the pastor as "Director of Religious Education" 
and a corps of efficient helpers. A copy of these will 
be found under Appendix A and B.
The senior scholar is at the enlistment age which 
presents a devotional challenge. He must be given an 
apportunity to makesx his spiritual discoveries ;
The great field of Christian action must be held 
before him as he is quietly trained for leadership.
He must be given a true sense of moral obligation; 
v/isely guided' in sex relations and the needs of family 
life which he must soon undertake.
RELIGIOUS FACTORS. #
The adolescent in these years is mentally finding 
himself by making choices which are influenced by 
intense emotions often taking him to the extreme.
04i
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Ideas are becoming fixed. Hie vocation is on the 
horizon charged with a high degree of imagination.
Fads are developing, secretive aspirational dreams 
are among his vigils, 'A sense of larger personal freedom 
is dawning. He needs a leader in which mutual^ 
response and oorxfidence may be invested, a fatherly 
(or motherly) spirit is demanded with a patience that 
will not stampede the adolescent into something not 
desired. These mental factors are constantly cutting 
deeper into his psychic processes'from which develop 
the critical nature searching for truth with a rational 
consecration of life to self and duty expressed in 
social relations.
Religiously the adolescent has an intense devotional 
life, altruistic, yet with a tendency to conseal 
his spiritual hunger under a pose of indifference.
He is sensitive to a high degree of religious values 
and has supre?® faith in a chosen ideal. He will often 
volunteer for hard places to the amazement of his ill- 
informed elders in his intense desire to"do something" 
and serve his fellows,
CURRICULUM.
#
Lesson materials may be drawn from the following 
elective courses:-
Special Bible study Course,
Missions "Decisive Hour of Christian Missions" or 
Lilley*B "Victory of the Gospel,"
Church History. Bible Class Primers Edited by
Professor Salmond, Aberdeen.
Published by T and T Clark. 
Denominational History. Selected,
Trainihg for Leadership Methodist Episcopal Centenary
Handbooks. Meth. Book Concern 
Teaching Training. Pilgrim Press Series 
Personal enriohirtent courses for deepeng the
Spiritual life. Talks to young men on Prayer, Gordon
or better Fosdioks "Meaning of Faith" 
Community studies. Surveys of health and moral conditions 
Vocational information.
These may not all be given in'the regular Church 
School sessions but supplemented in a Teacher's Training class in which the lasV four especially would be given 
as was attempted in our winter course-
THE DEVOTIONAL PR&RAM AND THE SERVICE OF WORSHIPA
The psychology of worship has yet to be written.
We have only in this hour meagre data on this importaant 
subject together with the forms we have inherited many 
of them archaic and the remainder not even worthy 
of such a critical designation. The program of worship 
therefore,will for some time be a matter of experimentation 
in the highest interests of making the emotional life 
an asset and guiding factor rather than than what has 
been critised as a pathological phase of hui^an life 
subjected to the vagaries of a well meaning psycho-analysis.
The orders of service published in the "Methodist 
Sunday School Hymnal" (Methodist Book Concern) 
paiSjMmtood by the Board of Sunday Schools and^ the 
orders of service in the Xmaxiaan Hymnal for the 
American Youth, Edited by H.Augustine Smith should 
be tried out as a prelimary experiment graceously 
undertaken.
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In this service the announcements for the School 
should be made and brief addresses delivered from time 
th time by visitors. Missionary Day is held once 
per month and the missionary program is squeezed in 
on a "pppper and salt" basis. We suggest that one 
Sunday per quarter be recognised as Missionary demontrational 
Sunday, with a worth while program which ma^es missions
4
focal in the consciousness of the child charging
his imagery with visual-auditory-motor stimuli and%
suffering no inhibitions of a packed program in which 
everything for the occasion, lesson, missionary 
talk, etc ^ literally crammed into his developing 
soul which God in his wise providence has ordered 
iA shall ca^ry only so much at a time. This 
would eliminate fatigue which always accompanies 
such as unfortunate program.
Appendix, A. _.Pafieant of the NATIVITY
Given at St John“<s Methodist Episcopal Churchy Dedham, 
Mass. Sunday evening Decembe-r S8th.l919 at 6.30 p.m.
By tne Junior, ‘Intermediate and Senior scholars of the 
Church School.
PROCESSIONAL HYMN by the children of the school'not 
in the Rageant, "Watchman tell us of the night." 
Joined by congregation.




Gabriel at Nazareth s'ent to Mary,
Enter Gabriel, (Halo - by flashlight or spotlight) 
"Hail, thou that art highly favored-.
The Lord is with thee,"
J&ry sits with bowed-head giving semi-troubled 
countenance,
Gabriel pauses. Mary lifts her head, •
Gabriel speaks again; " Fear not: Maryj for thou hast found favor with God, To Jesus thy son,
God shall give the tnrone of our father Da^rid 
and he shall reign ov^r ihe house of Jacob 
forever, and of Hie Kingdom there shall be 
no end."
Mary in medilation
Mary speaks: "Behold, the haadmaidKH c5f the Lord:
Be it unto me according to Thy Word."
Gabriel departs,
curtain closes, Mary and cherubs depart.
Twilighfi scene with footlights on.
Arrive Mary and Elisabeth,
Open curtain,
Elisabeth: "Blessed art thou among women."Mary sits down. Recites the Magnificat,
Curtain closes. Full,light.
Congregation sings, "Vihile shepherds watoh their flocks 
by night,'"
Scene S. APPARITION TO THE SHERHERDS.Twilight. Field fire (Made of covered elctrio lights) 
Curtain opens.Obnsealed voice: "And thete were shepherds tn Xhs 
£±B±d abiding in the fields, keeping watoh over toBir flocks by nignt. And an angel (Enter angel) 
of the Lord appeared unto them, and the glory 
of the Lord shone round about them, and tney were 
sore afraid." Luke 2, 8-9
The shepherds are lying around the fire*^ 
Thqy raise up as the angel appears*
The star, illuminated in tne rear gives them 
warning and consternation.
Angel recite^! ”Be not afraid, for behold I faring you 
good tiding e of great ^oy which shall be to 
all people, for unto you is born this day in tne 
city of David, k Saviour, Christ the Lord,”(More of the’ story may be recited if necessary)
Close curtain. Exit shepherds- "Let us now go unto
Bethlehem, and sec- this thing that is come to pass 
which the Lord hath made Renown unto us."
Fhll light.' Read behind curtain, -Luke 3 1-5
Congregation sing'. "It came upon a midnignt clear."
Scene 3. ARRIVAL OF JOSEPH AND laRY.
Four angels and cherubs. Lyres. Crib with straw 
illuminated.
Twilight illumination for scene.Angel sings: "0 little town of Bethlehem," on a ]^edestal.
NATIVITY SCENE.
Arrive shepherds . Full lignt,
Angel sings."Softly the night,"
Arrive Wise men. They come through the congregation 
singing, "We three Kings,"
Cherubs within altar rail at the back of tne chancel 
Sing "The Virgin Mary’s Carol," Gounod.
Open curtain. Full lignt,
Congregalsi<dn sing, "There’s a song in tne air."
4.Scene FULFILMENT of PROPHECY,
Cross. Supt at the foot of the cross recites 
"For unto us a child is born, unto us a son 
is given*.., etc, Isa, 9, 6ffg 
Full light.
Enter Red Cross nurse depicting Service*
Slave boy ...... ........ Emancipation
College girl.... ........ Enlightenment.
College boy............... Sacrifice and Evangelism,
All in costume.
Full"ensemble of angels and cnerubs, itn Mary and 
Jospen at the crib,# Cross illuminated.
All sing, "Joy to the world."
Prayer closing, ^xingtug the thought that GodhAs come 
to earth. Benediction,
Arranged by J,E,Bentley, Costumee by Miss Pita Ells.
Music bv Madam Rsale Morev. Staeins and elctrician JjlrEllis
Appendix B,
fiaster Pageant
St Bonn’s Metnodist E^iiscopal Cnuron, Dednam^ 
Easter Sunday evening 1930,
Arranged by Rev. J.E.Bentley (Pastor)
Music by Madam Beale Morey (Gnurcn Organist) 
Costumes and staging by Miss Rita Ells Lighting by Mr Ellis (Senior class teaoner.BojJs)
Scene 1. liie Lord'*8 Supper
' Table and couches adjoining with Jesus in the
eentre. Candles on tables and bread and 
wipe,
^ Characters: Jesus - Pastor,
! Disciples,members of the Senior boys class
After this scene there will be no impersonation 
of Jesus. The staging will be so arranged 
that he may be imagined without being seen.
Light very dimii "There is a breatn of lilies in th-eair
Anderson
. MJPITATIONS OF CHRIST^ by choir.
Quietly'recited from the supper table,(Jesus)
"father, tne hour ib come, glorify thy son,
I that the son may glorify thee.
I I pray not for the World but for those tnpu hast
I given me. Keep tnem, for thy are thine.
I have given tnem tny word. Keep them from 
I etjil, They are not of the world even as I
. am not of the world. Sanctify tnem in rhy truth. ,
As thou didst send me in the world even so 
I send them, Tne glory thou hast given me 
I have given tne®. 0 righteous fatnerrp the 
world knew thee not but I knew thee and these 
knew tnat thou didst send me, I have made known 




"K'ith desire I have ddsired t'o ^t this paseoverwith 
you before I suffer, for I say unto you I will got eat 
until it be fulfilled in tne Kingdom of God,
Receives oup. Gives tnanks. Turns 'to dijsciples 
and says:" Take this and divide it among you,
I will not drink ffom hencefortn of tne fruit 
of tne vine until tne Kingdom of God 
* ^ shall come.#
*'ToJ<e e^... .
Breaks bread, "This is my body which is given 




"Tnis cup ifii tne new covenant in my blood, even that 
whicn is poured out for you. 'And behold the hand of him 
tnat betrayeth me is with me on tne table. For the 
Son of Man indeed goetn as it hath been determined: 
but woe unto that man through whom he is betrayed."
Disciples (Question one another In silence,
Jes^s speaks again: "Behold ye are they who have 
continued ms with me in my temptation and- I appoint 
unto you a Kingdom, even as my Father hatn appointed 
me that ye may eat and drink at my table in my Kingdom, 
Ye shall sit on tne thrones judging the twelve tribes 
of Israel."
Address to Simon,
Jesus: "Simon, Simon, behold Satan asked to have
you, tnat he may sift you as wheat: but I 
made supplication for thee, that thy faith 
' fail noti do thou when once thou hast turned 
again strengthen tne brethren,"
Simon, «L6>xd, with thee I am ready to go both to 
prison and to death,"
Jesus, "I tell th.ee Simon Peter, the cock shall not 
crow this day until thou hzskx shalt thrice 
deny that tnou knowept me."
%
Scene 2. GETHSEmHE,
Improvised rock. Three disciples sleeping nearby.Voice: (Hepreeenting Jesus)
"Pray that ye enter not into temptation*
My Father, if thou be willing remove this cup 
from me: nevertheless nor my^wiil be done,"
Baritone solo: "Sneep and Lambs," Sidney Komer
Halo oh rook, Jesus prays again, more earnestly:
"My fatner - 0 MY FATHER - of thou be willing 
remove this c^jP from me: nevertheless not my 
will bp done,"
"Why sleep ye, rise and pray, tnat ye enter 
not into temptation."
Multitude appeals in garden with Judas leading.
Follow soldiers, -with spears and torches.
Voice ; "Judas, betrayest tnou tne son of man v/ith a kiss?" 
"Are ye come out, as aigainst a robberwith swords 
and staves? When I was daily with you in the
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temple, ye stretclied not forth your hand against me, 
bux this is your hour and the power of darkness,”
Jesus supposedly lead away in the mob rush. Exit 
by side door,
SUB*-SCENE in COURTYARD. Back of stage.
Woman: "Thou also was v/ith Jesus,"
Peter: "Woman, I know him not,”
Man. "Thou also ast one of them."
Peter: “Man I am not,”Mob : (Clap hands! (Noise) "Jesus prophesy who
struck thee."
Man : "If thou art the Christ tell us plainly." 
Jesds: If I tell you ye will not believe, " ^"From 
henceforth shall the son of man be 'seated 
at tne right hand of Sad tne p’tPrex of God 
All: "Art thou the son of God.?"
Jesus: "Ye say that I am,"
Big voice."What further need have we of witness.
We have heard it from his own lips,"
Scene 3, PILATE*S COURT,
Eaater Hymn....  Marcello. Solo and quartette and three
violins.
JtoclsBs Pilate'* s throne with attendants 
Footlights. Mob before Pilate
Voices. " We nave heard this man perverting our nation 
and forbidding to give tribute to 
Ceasar, saying, tnat he himself is 
• Christ the King."
Pilate, "Art thou the King of the Jews?"
Jesys, "Tnou sayest."
Pilate, "Chief priests and multitude, I find no fault 
in t tds man.
Voice. "But he stirreth up tne nation by his teaching 
in Judea and Galilee,
Pilate. "Art t irju a Galilean? If tnou art Herod must 
judge tnee. He is coming to Jerusalem to 
the feast!"
Pilate: Addressing attendants.
"Call together the Chief priests and the rulers 
of tne people.
Exit attendants.
Jbiter ahtendanta witn rulers.
Pilate: "Ye brought unto me this man as one that 
pervertedn tne nation. I have examined 
him and find no fault concerning those tnlngs 
in which you accuse him. No, nor Herod.
He is not worthy of death, I will 
Chastise him and release him."
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Crowd step one pace forward, "No, No, Away
• witn this man and release unto us Barrabas," 
Pilate-: "V/hy what evil hath ne done?,"
Voices:"crucify him. crucify him,"
Noise, Curtain drops, '
Jesus:" Daughters of Jerusalem, weep not for me
but weep for yourselves and- weew- for your 
Children,"
Scene 4. CALVARY,
Low light. Soldiers patrol cross 
School sing: "Behold tne Saviour of mankind," ,,Morey 
Light dim.
Jesus;"Father forgive them they know not what they 
Ruler: "He saved others, himself he cannot da'ye,"If ttou be the son of God save thyself^^
Malefactor:Art thDuvtne son of God? (the Christ)
Save thyself and us
Snd malefactor: "Criminal or malefactor dost thou tot 
fear God seeing thou art in the same 
condemnation. We need to suffer for our sins, 
but this man natn committed no crime.
Hesus, Lord, Remember me when t hDu comest 
into thy kingdom,"
Jesus: "Verily, I say unto you. Today shalt thou be 
with me in paradise,"
Light music. Very dim light.
r
do‘"
Jesusr"Father, Fatner, into tny hands I commend my 
spirit,"
Cbngregation and school sing: "Nearer my God to tnee,"
